What will the future bring? Share your thoughts! Mark your calendar for June 5!

There is still time to share your thoughts about OSU Extension’s future!

We invite you to join a Twitter Chat on June 5! We’ll discuss three possible scenarios of what Ohio will look like in 2035, and then brainstorm about the opportunities for Extension, as well as how we can proactively address those opportunities! Join, and let your voice be heard!

Jamie Seger will be hosting the Twitter Chat, and Mark Light will be moderating. Twitter Chats are an excellent way to engage with one another online. If you’ve never participated in this type of chat before, don’t worry! We have some information below to help get you started.

**Please view the following 2035 Scenarios video prior to the Twitter Chat, as we’ll be discussing your reaction to each scenario: [http://go.osu.edu/threefutures](http://go.osu.edu/threefutures).** As you view the video, keep in mind that it depicts three potential scenarios for Ohio in 2035. Scenarios are often used in futuring and forecasting work to help people get a feel for what the world of the future might look like. Scenarios help transport the individual to the future – a time that may be difficult to imagine. This video was developed using research from the 17 descriptors identified in the first part of the VP Conversation project. (Research for each of the 17 trends can be viewed on the VP Conversation website [http://go.osu.edu/forecastingohio2035](http://go.osu.edu/forecastingohio2035).) What you will see in the video is a result of putting these trends together to develop different versions of Ohio in 2035. These scenarios are not predictions of the future; instead, they represent possible, well-considered versions of the future. The purpose of the scenarios is to help you envision the many challenges and opportunities that the future may hold, allowing us to anticipate and plan for whatever conditions the future may bring.

**More information:**

**When:** June 5 from 10am – 11am  
**Where:** [twubs.com/osuefuture](http://twubs.com/osuefuture)  
**Who:** Anyone! You do not have to pre-register, and you are still welcome to join if you’ve already participated in one of the face-to-face VP Conversation events.  
**How:** Follow the Twubs link above, log in with your Twitter account information. Use the #OSUEFuture hashtag in ALL of your Tweets to participate.

Don’t have a Twitter account? [Start here](http://twitter.com).  

Need a primer on how Twitter Chats / TweetUps work? [Start here](http://twitter.com).  

Want to see an example of a Twitter Chat in action? [Go here](http://twitter.com).

We hope to see you at [twubs.com/osuefuture](http://twubs.com/osuefuture) in a couple of weeks!